
D r a z: wipes the bar down with a big towel and placing out a bottle of tequila and 2 shot 
glasses and some lime slices and a salt shaker 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles thank Ya Draz....kisses Your cheek 
Mythose: *walks from behind the bar, sipping his drink. looking to the "shot stage" * hmm am 
willing to give / receive a shot... 
D r a z:  hugs scarlett ..........evening 
gerrymac55: gets binoculars out for the fun 
scarlett2angel: smiles at D r a z hops up onto the bar pushes the shots aside and shakes my 

cans  
scarlett2angel: *bar* 

dirtyrpgirl: lol scarlett...shake them cans!!! and the whipped cream too !!!!wooohoooo 
scarlett2angel: shakes my hair loose and removes the tops on each can  
scarlett2angel: winks at dirty of i will do more than shake them 

scarlett2angel: swings my legs up and arches my back ok guys no peaking  
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up on the bar sitting on it next to scarlett.....wearing a pair of khaki short 
shorts and a pink LAB tank top..cut off above my belly 

gerrymac55: zooms in on scarlett 
1stSPS: no peeking.. uh huh right lol 
scarlett2angel: puts the two cans down as i look around don’t peek till i say so 

1stSPS: deal 
gerrymac55: too late 
D r a z:  hides behind my fingers 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my body to the music...i lean over to scarlett and give her a hot sexy kiss 
1stSPS: hands on my eyes fingers spread wide 
scarlett2angel: smiles at dirty an slips my small tee shirt up and off an whispers will you do the 

honours  
scarlett2angel: hands her one can of shaken cool whip lays back and lets my hair flow over the 
bar 

dirtyrpgirl: ohh yesss i will.....................slides on the bar on my knees ....hovering over scarlett 
scarlett2angel: smiles up at her as my body lays on the bar and crosses my wrists over my head  

dirtyrpgirl: straddling her......watching her sensual body....smiling...as  i take the can and shake 
it...then spraying whipped cream to each of your breasts....covering your bra...then squirting 
a lil in your mouth 

scarlett2angel: smiles up at dirty an looks around the room as my knees bend and i slide my 
feet up the bar 
dirtyrpgirl: running a small bead down your belly just above the waist of your shorts...laying 
the can down as i undo your shorts and open them...seeing those sexy panties 
scarlett2angel: arches as i feel the sticky sweet cream cover my breasts and drips down my 
tummy as dirty has some fun  

D r a z: grins ..looking at where the whipped cream is 
dirtyrpgirl: licking my tongue up the bead of cream on your belly and then kissing you again 
scarlett2angel: moans as my lips touch dirty's and my ass squirms on the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: as i stretch over your body to get the lime wedge...and the tequila bottle.....then 
taking two glasses....placing each glass on a cream covered boob 
scarlett2angel: lays still so the shot glasses stay in place as my eyes look up into dirty’s 

dirtyrpgirl: on my hands and knees now as i have the lime wedge in my mouth...i lower my 
body to yours and set the lime wedge into your mouth..........looking at 
you...whispering...hold that....grinning 
scarlett2angel: mmmm yess closes my lips around it an wrinkles my nose 
dirtyrpgirl: sliding down your legs....getting the salt shaker...i sprinkle salt where i have your 
shorts open.....lowering the top of your panties  to let it goooo low...smiles 
dirtyrpgirl: taking the bottle...i pour the glasses on your boobs...trying not to spill any..... 



scarlett2angel: squirms and parts my thighs to give you lots of room as my feet slide down 
some 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding down again....i lick my tongue up each of your thighs............then move to 
your open shorts and run my tongue over the salt 
dirtyrpgirl: smiling at you ...as i straddle your body again....and put my mouth over the glass on 
your right boob 
scarlett2angel: grips the bar with my small hands as my body tries to lay still as the shot 
glasses start to move on my nipples  

dirtyrpgirl: lifting it up..as i arch back and shoot i back.......spitting out the glass behind the 
bar...then taking the lime wedge...from your mouth and bite into it 
dirtyrpgirl: letting the juices run to your mouth 
scarlett2angel: pursss as the juice squirts and makes my nose wrinkle more  
D r a z: mmmm  watching  the  juices between the girls  

dirtyrpgirl: then i rest it there..and put my mouth over the glass again...and arch back and 
shoot it back..............screaming...wooohoooooo and grabs the lime wedge from your lips 
again and bite it again 

Bombastic748: Girls juices where?? 
dirtyrpgirl: letting more juice run to your lips......... 
1stSPS: body shot bomb watch the ladies 

dirtyrpgirl: spitting it out and smiling at you...as i lick the whipped cream from your breasts 
Bombastic748: Oh, I'm watching 
scarlett2angel: flicks the tip of my tongue along my bottom lip and arches as you grind down on 

me almost makes me spill the other shot glass 
dirtyrpgirl: hunching over you as you lay on the bar...my butt rolling back and forth as i lick 
and suck the whipped cream 

scarlett2angel: goddddddd dirtyyyyy whimpers and bucks my hips up gripping the bar with both 
hands and pushes my cream covered breasts up to your lips  
Mythose: *adjusts his legs on the ottoman* 

dirtyrpgirl: on my hands and knees..........cleaning all i can before running my tongue back 
down your belly...and using my teeth i tug you at your panties...and lick the rest of the 
salt....smiling as i kneel and snap your shorts back 
scarlett2angel: whimpers an bucks my hips up yessssssssss  
dirtyrpgirl: standing up on the bar...i offer you my hand licking my lips................. to help you 
up....... 
scarlett2angel: tosses my head side to side as i look around the room and bites my tongue as i 
slip off the bar  

D r a z:  stands and applauds and whistles.........phew girls .nice shot 
1stSPS: cccccccccccccccccccccccccccc whistles 
dirtyrpgirl: as we stand on the bar..i kiss you and whisper.....take a bow...you sexy thang you 

Kneel Diamond: WOOOOOOO  
dirtyrpgirl: bows to the crowd 
Mythose: *would stand.. claps* Nice going! hot! 
scarlett2angel: smiles kisses dirty’s cheek ty  
1stSPS: drinks for the ladies on my draz 
scarlett2angel: smiles and moves to the dressing room ok who’s next? 

D r a z:  lays Tim on the bar ...you heard him girls ...drinks on him 
dirtyrpgirl: hops down on a barstool 
1stSPS: damn lol 
dirtyrpgirl: lol ok Draz.........ohh scarlett!!!! 
scarlett2angel: yes? 

dirtyrpgirl: Draz said drinks on tim...so how about we give him body shots....lol 
1stSPS: oh god no lol 
dirtyrpgirl: you want head or toes....or tails?...lol 



scarlett2angel: smiles will be there just washing off the cream you left 
dirtyrpgirl: lay down tim 

al_olderguy: I'm sure he wants head 
dirtyrpgirl: lol al 
Kneel Diamond: lol  
1stSPS: damn al 
dirtyrpgirl: tim?...you are wearing boxier briefs aren’t you? 
1stSPS: lays on the bar 
scarlett2angel: slips my tee shirt back on an rebuttons my shorts as i walk back to the bar 
1stSPS: i am 

scarlett2angel: ok tim u ready? 
scarlett2angel: close your eyes  
Mythose: *looks to tim* Well.. you are a lucky one 

1stSPS: closing my eyes 
D r a z: wipes the bar down with a big towel and placing out a bottle of tequila and 2 shot 
glasses and some lime slices and a salt shaker 

dirtyrpgirl: good...jumps up and the bar...walking back to you.........i'll take the bottom...grins 
as i straddle tim's body and undoes his jeans 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps off the end...and quickly slides them off...so he is in his boxer briefs 

1stSPS: mmm 
scarlett2angel: winks at dirty and places a lime on his lips and takes a lemon and squeezes it 
making small trails of juice on his chest  

dirtyrpgirl: those...were in the way...laughs 
1stSPS: i can’t see remember 
al_olderguy: the boxers seem to be tenting 

scarlett2angel: places one juicy cherry in his belly button as i smile at dirty  
1stSPS: feels an object in there 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm  watching the juice drip to time chest...ohh 
nice..smiles and kisses scarlett as we lean over tim 
scarlett2angel: don’t open your eyes tim  

1stSPS: i  won’t 
dirtyrpgirl: ohh you said you had some whipped cream left didn’t you girl?...grinning 
scarlett2angel: smiles and runs my sharp fingernails around each of your nipples and down your 

stomach  
scarlett2angel: ohh yes  
scarlett2angel: i almost forgot 

1stSPS: jumps at the touch 
D r a z: watches Tim.. seeing how his  generosity is rewarded 
scarlett2angel: squirts some into my mouth then gives dirty the rest 

dirtyrpgirl: i straddle his legs as they stay tight together...grinding the crotch of my shorts to 
his legs as i lay a lime wedge on the crotch of his boxers....smiling.....stay there you wedge 
1stSPS: grins 

scarlett2angel: leans over tim flicks my tongue around each of his manly nipples leaving some 
cream on each one as i make sure his eyes are still closed 
dirtyrpgirl: taking the can i squirt some of the cream just above the waistband of his boxers 

1stSPS: twitching at cold whipped cream 
dirtyrpgirl: seeing how Scarlett’s body is so closer to tim’s face as i lean back getting 2 more 
glasses and the tequila bottle 
scarlett2angel: winks at dirty and places one shot glass on his chest now don’t move  
1stSPS: yes ma'am 

scarlett2angel: fills it and runs my tongue around the rim of the glass leaving cream on it  
dirtyrpgirl: giggles and pour the tequila into the glass as i put the other at the base of his 
boxers on the top of his right thigh 



dirtyrpgirl: quit squirming tim!!!...lol 
1stSPS: mm i'm trying 

scarlett2angel: tim u move one more time and we will stop lol 
D r a z:  laffs watching Tim struggle 
dirtyrpgirl: on the count of 3 scarlett....smiles 

scarlett2angel: winks at dirty licks my lips 2 
Anikkamodel: stands at corner of bar  
D r a z:  anika tim is on the bar and the 2 girls giving him a bodyshot 

scarlett2angel: closes my lips around the shot glass winks at dirty and tosses my head back  
Anikkamodel: wow crazy night  

Anikkamodel: giggle  
dirtyrpgirl: bends down and takes the glass off of tim thigh and as i grind my body to his legs i 
arch back and shot it down quickly 

Anikkamodel: watches the attractions  
Kneel Diamond: you're telling me....lol  
scarlett2angel: downs it and sucks the cream from around the rim of the glass mmm  

dirtyrpgirl: spitting the glass behind the bar.........i bend down and grab the lime wedge off of 
the crotch of his boxers......biting it there letting the juices cover his excitement 
scarlett2angel: shakes my head and drops the glass into the sink leans over and shares some 

with dirty as my fingers play with tim’s chest 
1stSPS: can i open my eyes yet? 
scarlett2angel: No 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm  gives scarlett the lime wedge as we lean to each 
other 
D r a z:  laffs 

scarlett2angel: i’m not done yet 
scarlett2angel: giggles i have a cherry to get yet 
dirtyrpgirl: then i lick some of the whipped cream from around his bellybutton 

dirtyrpgirl: you can have tim's cheery scarlettt...smiles and winks as i lick the cream from my 
lips 

1stSPS: i’m gonna pop that cherry out in a min 
scarlett2angel: winks up at dirty as i kiss and nibble down his tummy pushes his hips down stop 
moving  

D r a z: does a double take ... Tim is about tiptop his cherry ? 
dirtyrpgirl: lol tim.....sliding down to his legs again rolling my hiney back and forth 
intentionally grinding to him 

al_olderguy: don't think it's his hips bobbing up and down 
scarlett2angel: flicks the tip of my tongue around and around the sweet cherry bites down and 
lets the juice flow down  

1stSPS: sliding around underneath 
scarlett2angel: winks tim is a mess now 
dirtyrpgirl: my nails raking down the boxer material..watching scarlett.........letting my fingers 
rub to his bare thigh past the boxers 
1stSPS: i was a mess before you popped my cherry scarlett 
dirtyrpgirl: is he done now scarlett?...giggles 

scarlett2angel: licks my lips slides off the bar and wiggles my ass at the room as i eat the cherry  
scarlett2angel: i’m sure he is  

D r a z: chuckles at  the girls ......well done  you two 
1stSPS: not done yet.. 
Mythose: *chuckles watching the pert ass wiggle* 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and leans over to kiss tim.....and that’s the way the cherry pops....laughing 
as i climb down from the bar and toss him his jeans 
1stSPS: sits up and pulls up my jeans pulls the girls to me and gives them both a kiss 



Kneel Diamond: wooooo  
D r a z:  hehe ..............nicely done  

Kneel Diamond: nicely done girls....I think there's some extra cream in his boxers now  
1stSPS: ty ladies that was an adventure 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm  kisses a cheek as scarlett kisses the other 

scarlett2angel: giggles tim will be in the men’s room the rest of the night 
dirtyrpgirl: lol scarlett..^5 
1stSPS: gotta love our girls draz 

Mythose: well done.. 
dirtyrpgirl: helps tim down from the bar seeing his legs are just a lil shaky....lol 
1stSPS: well ty dg  
D r a z: we sure do !! 
scarlett2angel: spanks tim’s butt ty for being a sport 

dirtyrpgirl: tyvm tim....... 
1stSPS: woo hoo! 
 


